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Challenges in Making Digital Libraries Useful (1) 

•  Minimal metadata 



Challenges in Making Digital Libraries Useful (2) 

•  Too much data 



Challenges in Making Digital Libraries Useful (3) 

•  Different users 
•  Different information needs 
•  Different search vocabularies 



Background 

•  IMLS R & D Project 
o  Improving Search and Discovery of Digital Resources 

          Using Topic Modeling 
o  Yale (lead), UMich, UC Irvine 

•  Apply topic modeling to three classes of digital library 
resources: full-text books, images, and tagged objects 

•  Build prototypes of user interfaces that make use of 
topics 

•  Test the prototypes to assess the value of topic modeling 
for users 



Overview 

•  At end of 2nd year of 3 year project 
•  Research subprojects 

o  Automated evaluation of topic models 
o  Visualization of segmented topic models (ongoing) 
o  Regularized topic models (ongoing) 
o  Topic modeling image content (ongoing) 
o  Usability and user testing studies (ongoing) 

•  Demonstration subprojects and deliverables 
o  Browse application (images) 
o  Faceting application (texts) 
o  Topic modeling toolkit 
o  Usability and user testing reports 
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Evaluating Topic Models for Digital Libraries 
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Collections and challenges 

•  Digitized books 

•  Images 

•  Scientific literature 

•  Web 2.0 content 

•  … and more 
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Collections and challenges 

•  Digitized books 

•  Images 

•  Scientific literature 

•  Web 2.0 content 

•  … and more 

Currently Digitized 
•  6,182,629 total volumes  

3,621,100 book titles 
146,505 serial titles 
2,163,920,150 pages  
230 terabytes  
73 miles  
5,023 tons  
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Collections and challenges 

•  Catalog Search 
–  Subj: “American Colonial 

History” 20,000 results 
•  Full-Text Search 

–  “American Colonial History” 
1,000,000 results 

•  Limitation 
–  Users don’t have mental 

model 
–  Users don’t trust metadata 

•  Digitized books 

•  Images 

•  Scientific literature 

•  Web 2.0 content 

•  … and more 
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Collections and challenges 

•  Digitized books 

•  Images 

•  Scientific literature 

•  Web 2.0 content 

•  … and more 

  q = “madonna and child” 
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Collections and challenges 

•  Digitized books 

•  Images 

•  Scientific literature 

•  Web 2.0 content 

•  … and more 

•  1000 new articles daily 
•  Indexed using MeSH 
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What is Topic Modeling? 

•  Topic Modeling (like text clustering, but better) 

•  Updated version of Latent Semantic Analysis 

•  State-of-the-art model for collections of text documents 

•  Works great on large collections of well written content 
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Topic model learns topics from co-occurring words 

Collectio
n of NSF 
Awards 

Topic Model: 
-  Use words from title 

  & abstract 
-  Learn 400 topics 

t49 
t18 
t114 
t305 

Automatically Learned Topics (10 of 400): 

… 

t6. conflict violence war international military … 

t7. model method data estimation variables … 

t8. parameter method point local estimates … 

t9. optimization uncertainty optimal stochastic … 

t10. surface surfaces interfaces interface … 

t11. speech sound acoustic recognition human … 

t12. museum public exhibit center informal outreach 

t13. particles particle colloidal granular material … 

t14. ocean marine scientist cosee oceanography … 

t15. atmospheric chemistry ozone air organic … 

…  

Topic tags 
for each 
and every 
document 

“Topics” 

“Topic Tags” 

Think of topic modeling as 
automatic assignment of 
subject headings … that 

you learn 
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A closer look at one automatically learned topic 

topic-6: conflict violence war international military domestic 
political government terrorism national security civil … 

•  What is this topic about?   Is it a meaningful topic? 

•  [How] Do we present this to users? … What is a good 
label for this topic? 
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Overarching Questions 

Q1: Are individual topics meaningful and usable? 

Q2: Are assignments of topics to documents meaningful 
and usable? 

Q3: Do topics facilitate better or more efficient document 
search, navigation, browsing? 
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Experimental Setup 

Collection Sources Volume 

Books Internet Archive 
Hathi Trust 

12,000 books 
28,000 books 

News Articles LDC Gigaword (NY 
Times articles) 

55,000 articles 

Grant Abstracts National Institutes of 
Health 

60,000 grants 

Image Metadata Yale Library 
UMich Library 

100,000s 
100,000s 
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Experimental Setup 

•  Topic modeled each document collection (using different 
topic resolutions).  Selected a total of 600 topics for 
manual coherence scoring 

•  Have N = 9-15 annotators score each of the 600 topics 
on a 3-point scale where 3=“useful” (coherent) and 
1=“useless” (less coherent), based on the top-10 topic 
words 
–  also asked annotators to identify “best” topic word … and 
–  suggest a short label 

where 3=“useful” (coherent) 
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Example Coherent and Incoherent Topics 

Books 

silk lace embroidery tapestry gold embroidered ... 
trout fish fly fishing water angler stream rod flies ... 

Books 

head friend fellow captain open sure turn human ... 
soon gave returned replied told appeared arrived ... 

News 

space earth moon science scientist light nasa ... 
health drug patient medical doctor hospital care ... 

News 

oct sept nov aug dec july sun lite adv globe … 
dog moment hand face love self eye turn young ... 

Metadata 

japan scroll kamakura ink hanging oyobe hogge silk ... 
persian iran manuscript folio firdawsi century ... 

Metadata 

abstraction sculpture united female english tabbaa ... 
oil john canvas william james england henry robert … 

Coherent 
(unanimous score=3) 

Less coherent 
(unanimous score=1) 

Incoherent topics are not 
errors … they are also 

statistical patterns of word 
usage seen in the data 
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Automatic Scoring of Topics? 

•  Coherence of topic depends on relatedness of all 10-
choose-2 pairs of top-10 topic words 

•  Idea: Use external data to evaluate word pair 
relatedness (e.g. Wikipedia) 

Collectio
n being 
topic 
modeled 
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Topic: music dance band rock opera … 

Pointwise Mutual Information (measure of dependence) 

Count co-occurrence in a sliding window 
    Dance music works often bear the name of the corresponding dance, 

e.g. waltzes, the tango, the bolero, the can-can, minuets, salsa, 
various kinds of jigs and the breakdown. Other dance forms 
include contradance, the merengue (Dominican Republic), and 
the cha-cha-cha. Often it is difficult to know whether the name of the 
music came first or the name of the dance.  

#(dance,music) = 1 

Relatedness of word pairs 

10-word sliding window 
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Topic: music dance band rock opera … 

Pointwise Mutual Information (measure of dependence) 

Relatedness of word pairs 
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Relatedness of word pairs 

Topic: music dance band rock opera … 

PMI-Score = 4.5 + 4.2 + … + 1.4 
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PMI-score achieves human-level performance 

Average human score 

P
M

I-s
co

re
 

BOOKS (280 topics, corr=0.78) 
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PMI-score achieves human-level performance 

Average human score 

P
M

I-s
co

re
 

NEWS (117 topics, corr=0.77) 
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Best topic word and suggested Label 

Topic       Suggested Label 

trout fish fly fishing water angler stream rod flies ...  fly fishing 

space earth moon science scientist light nasa ...  space exploration 

race car nascar driver racing …    nascar racing 
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Suggested Label … from Wikipedia (work in progress)  

Topic       Wiki Article Titles 

trout fish fly fishing water angler stream rod flies ...  fly fishing 
       fishing 
       angling 
       trout 
       … 
        

space earth moon science scientist light nasa ...  space exploration 
       space 
       space science 
       space colonization 
       nasa missions 
       … 
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Large-Scale User Studies 

•  Developed prototype user interfaces for 
Image Collections and Book Collections 
that use topics 

•  Large scale user studies at Yale and 
UMich underway 

•  Qualitative and quantitative assessment of 
the value of topics 
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What else we can do with topics? 

Visualization of 
search results 
(each dot is a 
search result) 
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Topic trends throughout books 
[SENTIMENT] felt comfort feeling feel spirit mind heart point moment ill letter beyond mother state never event 
evil fear impossible hope time idea left situation poor distress possible hour end loss relief dearest suffering 
concern dreadful misery unhappy emotion … 
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Conclusion 

•  Topic models seem to be useful in digital libraries for 
creating additional metadata … 

•  … but learned topics can vary in usefulness and 
coherence 

•  We developed model to automatically evaluate topic 
coherence that matches human judgments 

•  This is a step in integrating topic modeling into digital 
libraries 



Ideas for testing our models 

How were we going to get a significant sample of users at 
each library? We knew testing 7-8 users wasn't going to be 
sufficient for this project. 

Yale chose TechSmith's Morae software, which was 
untested at either library. 
•  ...unmoderated, meaning there isn't anyone giving the 

test 
•  ...in part automated, meaning the screen is captured and 

stored on a web server for later access 
•  ...in part not automated, meaning incentives and analysis 

are still manually processed 



Interfaces tested: HathiTrust & UM History of Art 

HathiTrust: 
•  Subset of HathiTrust taken in Fall 2009: only art, 

architecture and art history texts, totaling 27,688 
volumes. 

•  Built a specific instance of the HathiTrust interface that 
we could add the topic clusters to. Included both search 
and browse. 

•  http://topics.catalog.hathitrust.org/ 

UM History of Art (HART): 
•  Snapshot of the HART collection (same time, same 

subjects), totaling 66,924 images. 
•  Search was disabled so we could test only browse. 
•  http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/i/image/image-idx?

c=hart4topics 



HathiTrust test interface 

topic facets 

topics in action 



HART test interface 

two levels 
of topics 



Morae testing 

For unmoderated testing, needed... 
•  Considerable assistance from Library IT to install Morae, 

build web server, and troubleshoot problems 
•  Daily assistance during the test from Library Finance to 

purchase gift certificates 
•  Special assistance from Library Media Relations to 

create alluring posters to draw testers to the machines 
•  Plus a lot of help from everyone in Library Information 

Technology 

Special note: $15 gift certificates really, really work. 

Thanks Panagis, DJ, Gary, Liene, Hongyun, Mary & Karen! 



Morae testing 

text located next to the testing 
station to provide additional 
information 



Morae testing 

snapshot of a 
tester's screen 



The test itself 

To date, we have tested and started analyzing the 
HathiTrust interface at UMichigan. 
250 recordings at UMichigan, 150 recordings at Yale. 
We've processed around 80 recordings so far... 

The test script: we asked users to search in the interface 
three different ways 
•  Task 1: without any specific instruction 
•  Task 2: asked to use the facets on the left 
•  Task 3: asked to use the topic facet, in particular, on the 

left 



The test itself 

Task 1: The professor in your introductory architecture class is asking you 
to do a general overview of urban planning as it relates to architecture... 
Find books that are about both architecture and urban planning... Click the 
title of a book that seems like the best fit. 
Task 2: A couple weeks later, your professor asks you to get a different 
overview-- the modernism movement and how it relates to architecture. Do 
a search for modernism... View a list of books related to architecture. Use 
the "Narrow Search" column on the left to do this... Click the title for a book 
that seems like the best fit. 
Task 3: At the end of the semester, your professor asks for a final 
overview-- the architecture of religious buildings. Search for architecture 
first. You'd like to dive a bit further into architecture to just view a list of 
items related to religious buildings. Use the "Topic" section of the "Narrow 
Search" column on the left to do this... Click the title for a book that seems 
like the best fit. * 

* these are abbreviated to fit the slide, and don't include the end-of-task surveys 



Results: use of facets 

Tasks 2 and 3 showed that testers were by and large 
satisfied with their results, and also found the facet column 
useful. 



Results: use of facets 

But ratings for the topic facet itself showed some 
ambivalence. 



Results: use of facets 

Of course, testers often try to please... 
Even in an unmoderated test, they were still trying to say 
the "right" thing! 73% indicated they would use topics to 
narrow search results. 



Results: use of facets 

•  For both undergraduates and graduate students... the 
use of facets seems to have hindered them somewhat in 
choosing the text they wanted from the results list. 
(Choice was farther down the list.) 

•  When users were not asked to look at topics (i.e., in 
Task 1), they did so regardless 50% of the time. 

•  When users were asked to look at the facets, but not 
specifically the topic facets, they chose a topic facet 
50% of the time. 



Results: searches used 

In general, the same search terms were used for each task, 
consistently across testers. This is not surprising, as our 
test described each task using specific words. 

•  Task 1: 64 of 72 (89%) used the term “architecture” in 
their search 

•  Task 2: 66 of 71 (92%) used the term “modernism” in 
their search 

•  Task 3: 67 of 71 (94%) used the term “architecture” in 
their search * 

* 72 searches were captured, 8 had capture errors 



Results: comments from testers 

•  "The topic categories don't always start broadly enough." 
•  "It would be helpful if there were a more robust 

advanced search option up front, rather than forcing the 
user to click through the 'narrow search' options..." 

•  "I think that I deliberately chose books with the 
appropriate key words in the title, rather than those I 
would actually pursue for research purposes." 

•  "The reason that I chose to say that the sidebar was not 
helpful was that despite my attempts, I could not 
appropriately target results that we[re] both specific 
enough and yet general overviews." 



Future Work 

•  Year 3 Activities 
o Usability and user studies: further face-to-face 

testing, data analysis, reporting & presentations 
o  Topic modeling toolkit 

•  Ongoing Research 
o  Topic segmentation and visualization 
o Regularized topic models 



Questions and Contact Information 

Thanks for coming! 

Questions?  
Contact Kat Hagedorn (khage@umich.edu),  

David Newman (newman@uci.edu), or  
Youn Noh (youn.noh@yale.edu). 


